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Abstract. Brüggemann-Klein and Wood define a one-unambiguous regular language as a language that can be
recognized by a deterministic Glushkov automaton. They give a procedure performed on the minimal DFA, the
BW-test, to decide whether a language is one-unambiguous. Block determinism is an extension of one-unambi-
guity while considering non-empty words as symbols and prefix-freeness as determinism. A block automaton
is compact if it does not have two equivalent states (same right language). We showed that a language is
k-block deterministic if it is recognized by some deterministic k-block automaton passing the BW-test. In
this paper, we show that any k-block deterministic language is recognized by a compact deterministic k-block
automaton passing the BW-test. We also give a procedure which enumerates, for a given language, the finite
set of compact deterministic k-block automata. It gives us a decidable procedure to test whether a language is
k-block deterministic.
Introduction
Deterministic or one-unambiguous regular expressions are defined by Brüggemann-Klein andWood [2] as expressions
having a deterministic Glushkov automaton. This research has been motivated by the formalization of expressions in
Document Type Definition of SGML: one-unambiguity ensures an efficient parsing of these documents. The authors
characterize languages that can be denoted by such expressions, and show that these languages are strictly included
into regular ones. Finally, they provide a decidable procedure, the BW-test, to determine whether a given language
is one-unambiguous.
Giammaresi et al. [6] mention two possible extensions of the notion of one-unambiguity. One of them, the block
determinism, is linked to block automata defined by Eilenberg [4] where labels of edges are words. In block automata,
the notion of determinism is slightly modified since two transitions that start from a same state should not have
labels such that one is prefix of the other. The authors define a block deterministic language as a language that can
be recognized by a block deterministic Glushkov automaton. Furthermore, block deterministic languages strictly
include one-unambiguous ones.
Giammarresiet al. had characterized them using a state elimination procedure on the minimal DFA, but we
showed [3] that one of their lemma is not correct. It allowed us to say that state elimination on the minimal DFA
is not enough to decide whether a language is k-block deterministic. Nonetheless, we extended the BW-test on
deterministic block automata to state a sufficient condition for a language to be k-block deterministic. Moreover,
we gave a valid proof of the existence of a proper hierarchy in block deterministic languages.
In this paper, we state a necessary and sufficient condition for a language to be k-block deterministic. Since the
minimal deterministic block automata recognizing a language L are not isomorphic, the BW-test cannot be applied
on a canonical automaton. However, we consider deterministic block automata with no equivalent state, defined as
compact automata. Then, we show how to compute every compact deterministic block automata recognizing a given
regular language. Finally, we show that a k-block deterministic language is recognized by a compact deterministic
k-block automaton passing the BW-test. Thus, a language is k-block deterministic if and only if one of these
automata passes the BW-test, and this gives us a decidable procedure to determine whether a language is k-block
deterministic.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gathers some preliminary results and notations about languages and
automata. In Section 2, we define block deterministic automata and languages, and characterize them using the
BW-test. Section 3 is devoted to the computation of the set of compact deterministic k-block automata recognizing
a given language. Finally, we show in Section 4 how to compact a deterministic k-block automaton while preserving
the BW-test. This gives us a procedure to decide whether a language is k-block deterministic.
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1 Preliminaries
Let Σ be a finite alphabet and Σ∗ be the set of words over Σ. A language over Σ is a subset of Σ∗. The length of
a word w is the number |w| of occurrences of symbols of Σ appearing in w. The empty word is denoted by ε. The
set of all prefixes of w is denoted by Pref(w). A language L is prefix-free if for every two words w1 and w2 in L, w1
is not a prefix of w2. Usual operations on sets, like ∪, ∩, \ (set difference) are also defined on languages. Let L and
L′ be two languages over Σ. The concatenation L · L′ is the set {w · w′ | w ∈ L ∧ w′ ∈ L′} and the Kleene star L∗
is the set
⋃
k∈N L
k with L0 = {ε} and Lk+1 = L · Lk.
A regular expression over Σ is inductively built from ∅, ε, and symbols in Σ using the binary operators + and
·, and the unary operator ∗. The language L(E) denoted by a regular expression E is inductively defined as follows:
L(∅) = ∅, L(ε) = {ε}, L(a) = {a},
L(F +G) = L(F ) ∪ L(G), L(F ·G) = L(F ) · L(G), L(F ∗) = L(F )∗,
with a ∈ Σ, and F , G some regular expressions over Σ. The set of regular languages is exactly the set of languages
that can be denoted by a regular expression. A regular expression is trim if it is ∅ or does not contain ∅. We consider
only trim regular expressions in the following of this paper.
An automaton A is a 5-tuple (Σ,Q, I, F, δ) defined by Q a finite set of states, I ⊂ Q the set of initial states,
F ⊂ Q the set of final states, and δ ⊂ Q×Σ×Q the set of transitions. The sets defining A are implicitly denoted by
ΣA, QA, IA, FA and δA. The set δ is equivalent to a function in Q×Σ → 2Q defined by (p, a, q) ∈ δ ⇐⇒ q ∈ δ(p, a).
This function can be extended to 2Q × Σ → 2Q by δ(Q′, a) =
⋃
q∈Q′ δ(q, a). The transitive closure δ
∗ of δ is the
subset
⋃
k∈N δ
k of Q × Σ∗ × Q with δ0 = {(p, ε, p) | p ∈ Q} and δk+1 = {(p, au, q) | (p, a, r) ∈ δ ∧ (r, u, q) ∈ δk}.
The set of final labels of A is the set of labels of the transitions going out of the final states of A, denoted by
FA = {a | δ(F, a) 6= ∅}. The right language L(q) of a state q in Q is the set {w ∈ Σ∗ | δ∗(q, w) ∩ F 6= ∅}.
Two states are equivalent if they have the same right language. The family of right languages of A is denoted by
L(A) = {L(q) | q ∈ Q}. The language recognized by A is the set LA = {w ∈ Σ
∗ | δ∗(I, w) ∩ F 6= ∅}. Two automata
are equivalent if they recognize the same language. Kleene’s Theorem [8] asserts that the set of regular languages
is the same as the set of languages recognized by finite automata. Several algorithms to compute an automaton
from a regular expression have been given, such as the Glushkov one [7]. Let p and q be two states in Q. Then q
is reachable from p if there exists a path of transitions (p, w, q) in δ∗. The state p is accessible (resp. co-accessible)
in A if there exists a state i in I (resp. f in F ) such that p is reachable from i (resp. f is reachable from p). The
automaton A is trim if all its states are both accessible and co-accessible. The automaton A is deterministic (and
called a DFA) if |I| = 1 and for any two distinct transitions (p, a, q1) and (p, b, q2) in δA, a is different from b. A
DFA is minimal if there is no equivalent DFA with fewer states. Two equivalent minimal DFA are isomorphic and
consequently, there exists a canonical DFA recognizing a regular language L called the minimal DFA of L. The
minimal DFA of a language can be computed from a trim DFA by merging equivalent states, and thus its states
are pairwise not equivalent. The automaton A is residual if its family of right languages is included in the one of
its minimal DFA.
A non-empty subset of states of an automaton is an orbit if it is a strongly connected component. The orbit of
a state q, denoted by O(q), is the strongly connected component to which q belongs. An orbit is trivial if it consists
of only one state with no self-loop. A non re-entering component R is a union of orbits such that for any state r in
R and q not in R, if r can reach q then q cannot reach r.
The set of out-transitions (resp. in-transitions) of R is denoted by δout(R) = {(r, a, p) ∈ δ | r ∈ R∧p /∈ R} (resp.
δin(R) = {(p, a, r) ∈ δ | p /∈ R ∧ r ∈ R}). The internal transitions of R are the transitions linking any two states of
R. A state of R is a gate if it is either final or the origin of an out-transition.
The notions of reachability, accessibility and co-accessibility is extended to orbits in relation to their states.
2 Block determinisitic languages
A block is a non-empty word over Σ. The set of blocks of Σ is denoted by ΓΣ . The notions of regular expression and
automaton over an alphabet Σ can be extended to block regular expressions and block automaton [4,5] replacing
symbols of Σ by blocks of ΓΣ . Notice that the transitive closure δ
∗ is still a subset of (Q × Σ∗ × Q). Since ΓΣ
is a subset of Σ∗, the distinction between δ and δ∗ is needed to differentiate a simple transition from a path of
transitions.
To distinguish blocks as syntactic components in a block regular expression, they are written between square
brackets. Those are omitted for one letter blocks. Moreover, blocks can be treated as single symbols, as we do when
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Fig. 1. The Glushkov automaton of E = [aa]∗([ab]b+ ba)b∗
we refer to the elements of an alphabet. This allows us to construct the Glushkov (block) automaton of a block
regular expression.
We denote by ΓE (resp. ΓB) the set of blocks appearing in E (resp. labelling transitions of B). Let E be a block
regular expression and A be a block automaton such that ΓE = ΓA = Γ , then E and A are k-block for some integer
k if the length of any block b in Γ is smaller than or equal to k. Since Σ ⊂ ΓΣ , regular expressions (resp. automata)
are 1-block regular expressions (resp. 1-block automata). Thus, we refer to regular expressions and automata as
being block regular expressions and block automata.
The notion of determinism is extended to block automata as follows:
Definition 1. A block automaton A is deterministic if |I| = 1 and for any two distinct transitions (p, b1, q1) and
(p, b2, q2) in δ, b1 is not a prefix of b2.
A regular expression E is one-unambiguous [2] if its Glushkov automaton is a DFA, and a language is one-
unambiguous if it can be denoted by a one-unambiguous regular expression. Block deterministic languages [6]
are an extension of one-unambiguous languages: a block regular expression E is deterministic if its Glushkov
automaton is deterministic, and a language is k-block deterministic if it can be denoted by a deterministic k-block
regular expression. As an example, the Glushkov automaton in Figure 1 is deterministic and thus, the language
L([aa]∗([ab]b+ba)b∗) is 2-block deterministic. The family of one-unambiguous languages is the same as the family of
1-block deterministic languages, and we showed [3] that there is a proper infinite hierarchy in k-block deterministic
languages.
The one-unambiguity of a language is structurally decidable over its minimal DFA. The decision procedure is
related to the orbits of its underlying graph and to their links with the remaining parts.
A non re-entering component R of an automaton A is transverse if for any two gates p and q of R, for any
symbol a, for any state r of A, p is final if q is, and (p, a, r) is an out-transition if (q, a, r) is. The automaton A has
the orbit property if all its orbits are transverse.
The orbit automaton A(q) of the state q is the automaton obtained by restricting the states of A to O(q) and the
transitions of A to the internal transitions of the orbit O(q) while considering q as the initial state and the gates of
O(q) as the final states. For any state q of A, the language LA(q) is an orbit language of A.
A label a of ΓA is A-consistent if there exists a state qa of A such that every final state of A has an outgoing
transition labelled by a to qa, and those outgoing transitions are called synchronizing transitions. The set of con-
sistency of A is denoted by SA = {(a, qa) | ∀f ∈ F, (f, a, qa) ∈ δ}. This definition is trivially extended to an orbit as
the set of consistency of any of its orbital automaton. Let s = (a, qa) be an element of SA. The s-cut A−s of A is
constructed from A by removing for each final state f of A, every transition (f, a, qa) of A. It is naturally extended
to a subset of SA.
Brüggemann-Klein and Wood define an inductive algorithm and give a characterization of the one-unambiguous
languages.
However, we use a slightly different but equivalent test, which we name the BW-test.
Theorem 1 ([2]). Let M be a minimal DFA. Then, LM is one-unambiguous if and only if M has the orbit property
and all orbit languages of M are one-unambiguous. If LM is one-unambiguous, then a one-unambiguous regular
expression denoting LM can be constructed from one-unambiguous regular expressions for the orbit languages.
Thus, let A be an automaton, the BW-test is performed as follows:
1. if A does not have the orbit property, the test halts and fails
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2. for each non trivial orbit of A:
(a) choose one of its orbital automaton B
(b) if SB is empty, the test halts and fails
(c) choose (b, s) in SB
(d) recursively test (B(s))
−(b,s)
3. the test succeeds
Notice that this test always terminates. Indeed, if it never fails, by selecting orbital automata and removing
their transitions with a consistent label going out of their final states, we necessarily get acyclic automata at some
point (which contain only trivial orbits). Moreover, removing useless states preserves the BW-test.
Let A be a block automaton. The automaton B is an alphabetic image of A if QB = QA, IB = IA, FB = FA
and there exists an injection φ from ΓA to ΓB such that δB = {(p, φ(a), q) | (p, a, q) ∈ δA}.
Theorem 2 ([3]). A language is k-block deterministic if and only if it is recognized by a deterministic k-block
automaton B such that B is the alphabetic image of a DFA passing the BW-test.
As the BW-test is purely structural, it can be directly applied to block automata while considering blocks as
symbols. Thus, this theorem allows us to compute a deterministic k-block regular expression denoting the language
recognized by a deterministic k-block automaton passing the BW-test.
Notice that, if the test fails, we cannot decide whether the language is k-block deterministic or not. Moreover,
Giammarresi and Montalbano show [5] that, in general, there is not a unique minimal deterministic block automaton
recognizing a language. Thus, unlike DFA, minimality in deterministic block automata is not sufficient. In this paper,
we focus on a more general concept of block automata which includes the case of minimal DFA.
Definition 2. A block automaton A is compact if it has no two equivalent states.
Similarly, an orbit of a block automaton is compact if it does not contain two equivalent states.
First, we prove that, given a language L and an integer k, there is a finite number of trim compact deterministic
k-block automata recognizing L which can be computed from its minimal DFA. Then, we describe a procedure to
compute a compact block automaton from a deterministic k-block automaton while preserving the BW-test.
3 Computation of compact deterministic block automata
In this section, we first give some properties related to deterministic block automata which are necessary to define
the k-transition automaton. Then we prove that given a language L, any compact deterministic block automaton
recognizing L is a sub-automaton of the k-transition automaton which can be computed from its minimal DFA.
Lemma 1. Let A be a trim deterministic block automaton and M be the minimal DFA of LA. For any state p of
A, there exists a state q of M such that L(p) = L(q).
Proof. Let p be a state of A. There exists two words wp and ws in Σ
∗
A, such that p belongs to δ
∗
A(IA, wp) and
δ∗A(p, ws) ∩ FA 6= ∅. Thus, wpws belongs to LA. If δ
∗
M (IM , wp) = ∅, then wpws does not belong to LM which is
contradictory. Therefore, there exists a state q in δ∗M (IM , wp). Let w1 be a word in LA(p), then wpw1 belongs to
LA = LM and w1 belongs to LM (q). Let w2 be a word not in LA(p). Let us suppose that wpw2 belongs to LA. Since
there is only one initial state, there would exist a state s in QA with two out-going transitions which are prefix
from each other, contradicting the determinism. Thus, wpw2 does not belong to LA = LM and w2 does not belong
to LM (q). Therefore, p and q are equivalent.
Thus, we can define the function Φ which associates to each state in A its equivalent state in M . It is naturally
extended to set of states.
Let us notice that Φ is not necessarily surjective. Moreover, unlike two equivalent DFA, two equivalent deter-
ministic block automata may have different families of right languages. Thus, two block automata are L-equivalent
if they are equivalent and have the same family of right languages.
Since for any state of A, at most one state is reached for any word, it follows that:
Corollary 1. Let M be the minimal DFA of a trim deterministic block automaton A. If (p, w, q) belongs to δ∗A,
then (Φ(p), w, Φ(q)) belongs to δ∗M .
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Thus, if two states p and q of A belong to the same orbit, then Φ(p) and Φ(q) also belong to the same orbit
in M . So, we can define the function Ω which associates to any orbit O of A an orbit K of M such that Φ(O)
is a subset of K, and the function Θ(O) = Ω(O) \ Φ(O) which represents the set of states of Ω(O) that have no
equivalent in O. Then, an orbit O of A is maximal if for any distinct orbit O′ such that O′ is reached from O, we
have Ω(O) 6= Ω(O′).
Considering only final states, the function Φ is surjective:
Lemma 2. Let M be the minimal DFA of a trim deterministic block automaton A. Then, we have Φ(FA) = FM .
Proof. Let p be a state of A and fM be a final state of M such that (Φ(p), w, fM ) belongs to δ
∗
M . Since p and
Φ(p) are equivalent, there exists a final state fA of A such that (p, w, fA) belongs to δ
∗
A. Following Corollary 1,
(Φ(p), w, Φ(fA)) belongs to δ
∗
M , which means that Φ(fA) = fM .
The function Φ can be trivially extended from trim block automata to non-necessarily trim residual ones and
consequently Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 still hold for residual block automata.
Then, let us show that the set of trim compact deterministic block automata is finite and computable. We define
a super-automaton, including all these candidates, obtained as a finite closure of the transition function with respect
to the words of length at most k. Following Lemma 2, for the language and the block determinism to be preserved,
a final state should not be avoided.
Definition 3. Let L be a language and M be its minimal DFA. The k-transition automaton T of L is defined by
ΣT = ΣM , QT = QM , IT = IM , FT = FM ,
δT = {(p, w, r) ∈ δ∗M | 1 ≤ |w| ≤ k ∧ ∀u ∈ Pref(w) \ {ε, w}, u /∈ LM (p)}.
As an example, let us consider the minimal DFAM in Figure 2. The 2-transition automaton T of LM is presented
Figure 3. Notice that any transition in T is obtained by extending some transitions of M , except if a final state is
reached. Thus, the transitions (1, aa, i) and (1, ab, 1) do not exist since they would go through the final state 2.
i
1 2
a
b
a
b
a
Fig. 2. The minimal DFA M
i
1 2
a, ab
aa
b, bb
a, ba
aa, bb, b ba
a
Fig. 3. The 2-transition automaton T of LM
We show that any compact deterministic k-block automaton recognizing a language L can be computed from
the k-transition automaton of L:
Proposition 1. Let B be a trim deterministic k-block automaton of a language L and T be the k-transition au-
tomaton of L. Then B is compact if and only if it is isomorphic to a sub-automaton of T .
Proof. Let M be the minimal DFA of L.
Let us suppose that B is a sub-automaton of T . Let q be a state of B and w be a word in Σ∗ such that q
belongs to δ∗B(IB , w). Since B is a sub-automaton of T , q also belongs to δ
∗
T (IT , w). By definition of the k-transition
automaton, δM ⊂ δT ⊂ δ∗M , which means that δ
∗
T = δ
∗
M . Thus, q belongs to δ
∗
M (IM , w), and since B is deterministic
and recognizes L, ΦB(q) = q. Since M is compact, so is B.
Now, let us suppose that B is compact. Since B is deterministic and recognizes L, we have Φ(IB) = IM = IT and
following Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have Φ(QB) ⊂ QM = QT and Φ(FB) = FM = FT . As B is trim and compact,
for any state s of M (and thus of T ), there is at most one state r of B such that Φ(r) = s and thus |QB| ≤ |QT |.
Moreover, following Corollary 1, for any transition (p, w, q) in δB, (Φ(p), w, Φ(q)) belongs to δ
∗
M . Since B and T are
both k-block, by construction, (Φ(p), w, Φ(q)) belongs to δT . Thus, B is isomorphic to a sub-automaton of T .
Notice that the set of sub-automata of a k-transition automaton of a language is finite and computable by brute
force algorithms. Thus,
Theorem 3. The set of trim compact deterministic k-block automata recognizing a language L is finite and com-
putable.
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i
1 2
ab aa
bb
a, ba
aa, b
i
1 2
a
b
a
bb
ba
a
Fig. 4. Two sub-automata of T recognizing L(T )
4 Compaction of deterministic block automata passing the BW-test
Giammarresi and Montalbano [5] give a procedure to get a compact block automaton from a deterministic one, by
merging equivalent states and selecting a subset of transitions. Unfortunately, this procedure does not necessarily
preserve the BW-test.
In this section, we fix this problem. The idea underlying this procedure applied on a block automaton follows
the definition of the BW-test, and can be decomposed in two main steps:
• Transforming each orbit into a compact one by removing the synchronizing transitions of its orbital automaton,
computing an equivalent compact automaton and reintroducing the removed transitions.
• Selecting a minimal subset of compact orbits representing the set of orbits of its minimal DFA.
In this section, we describe and prove the properties of the different steps of our procedure. A running example
is given in Figure 5 to enlighten the purpose.
iA
1
3
3′
4
5
2 3′′
f1 f2
a
ba
aa
ab
a
a
aab, aaa ab, aac
a, b
aa
aaa
ab
b, ac
a
a
Fig. 5. The automaton A
4.1 Extracting and substituting an orbit
Extracting an orbit O of an automaton A consists in computing one of its orbital automaton. Obviously, this
operation preserves the determinism and the maximal size of the blocks.
Moreover, following Theorem 1 and the description of the BW-test, it holds that:
Corollary 2. Let q be a state of a block automaton A. If A passes the BW-test, then so does A(q).
Example 1. In the automaton A of Figure 5, the orbit {1, 3, 3′, 4} is not compact. Thus, we proceed to its extraction
to get the automaton B = A(1) of Figure 6.
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1
3
3′
4
aa
ab
a
a
aab, aaa
Fig. 6. The automaton B
Let R be a non re-entering component. The internal language of a state p in R, denoted by LinR (p), is the set
of words which send p to the gates of R. The external language of p, denoted by LoutR (p), is the set of words which
send p to a final state without using any internal transition in R. Thus, LoutR (p) = ∅ if and only if p is not a gate.
If R is transverse, then for any two gates g1 and g2 of R, we have L
out
R (g1) = L
out
R (g2). In this case, we define
Lout(R) = LoutR (g1) as the external language of R.
Lemma 3. Let R be a transverse non re-entering component of a block automaton A. Then, for every state p in
R, we have L(p) = LinR (p) · L
out(R).
Proof. Let w be a word. Then w belongs to L(p) if and only if there exists a final state f such that (p, w, f) belongs
to δ∗. If f belongs to R, then f is a gate, which means that w belongs to LinR(p) and ε belongs to L
out(R). Otherwise,
there exists a gate g of R such that (p, u, g) and (g, v, f) belong to δ∗ with w = uv, which means that u belongs to
LinR (p) and v belongs to L
out
R (g), that is to say L
out(R).
Proposition 2. Let R be a transverse non re-entering component of a deterministic block automaton A. Then, for
any two states p and q in R, we have L(p) = L(q) if and only if LinR(p) = L
in
R (q).
Proof. Let us suppose that LinR (p) = L
in
R(q). Since R is transverse, from Lemma 3, L(p) = L
in
R(p) · L
out(R) =
LinR (q) · L
out(R) = L(q).
Let us suppose that L(p) = L(q) and LinR (p) 6= L
in
R(q). Then, there exists a shortest word w in L
in
R (p) but not in
LinR (q). We have two cases to consider:
1. Each proper prefix of w is neither in LinR (p) nor in L
in
R (q). Let wo be a shortest word of L
out(R). Then there
exist two words uo, vo such that wo = uovo, wuo ∈ LinR (q) and vo ∈ L
out(R). However, wo is a shortest word of
Lout(R), so wo = vo, uo = ε and w ∈ LinR (q). Contradiction.
2. Let u be the longest proper prefix of w such that u ∈ LinR(p) ∩ L
in
R (q). Let v be the word such that w = uv and
let uo be a shortest word of L
out(R). As wuo ∈ L(q) and as uo is a shortest word, we have δ∗(q, w)∩R = ∅ and
vuo ∈ Lout(R). Let g ∈ δ∗(p, u). As u ∈ LinR (p), g is a gate and as w = uv ∈ L
in
R (p), v ∈ L
in
R (g). But v is a prefix
of a word of Lout(R), so the automaton is not deterministic. Contradiction.
Now, let us study the reverse operation of extraction, the substitution of an orbit.
Let A be a block automaton having the orbit property, q be a state of A, and B be a block automaton L-
equivalent to A(q). Since B and A(q) are L-equivalent, there exists at least one function h which associates each
state p of A(q) with a state of B equivalent to p.
A substitution of B for O(q) constructs a block automaton C defined as follows:
– ΣC = ΣA ∪ΣB
– QC = (QA \O(q)) ∪QB
– IC = {h(iA)} if iA ∈ O(q), {iA} otherwise
– FC = (FA \O(q)) ∪ FB if FA ∩O(q) 6= ∅, FA otherwise
– δC = (δA \ (QA × ΓA ×O(q)) \ (O(q)× ΓA ×QA))
∪ δB
∪ {(p, b, h(o)) | (p, b, o) ∈ δin(O(q))}
∪ {(fB, b, p) | fB ∈ FB ∧ ∃(o, b, p) ∈ δout(O(q))}
Example 2. The automaton B′ of Figure 7 is L-equivalent to the automaton B = A(1) of Figure 6. Then, the
automaton A′ of Figure 8 is obtained from the automaton A of Figure 5 by substituting B′ for O(1).
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1 3 4
aa, ab a
aab, aaa
Fig. 7. The automaton B′
iA
1 3 4
5
2 3′′
f1 f2
a
ba
aa, ab a
aab, aaa
ab, aac
a, b
aa
aaa
ab
b, ac
a
a
Fig. 8. The automaton A′
Let us study the properties that are preserved by the substitution of an orbit:
Proposition 3. Let q be a state of a deterministic k-block automaton A which passes the BW-test. Let B be a
deterministic k-block automaton L-equivalent to A(q), such that FB is a subset of FA(q) . Let C be a block automaton
constructed by substituting B for O(q), then:
1. C is k-block
2. FC is a subset of FA
3. C is deterministic
4. C is L-equivalent to A
5. if B passes the BW-test, then so does C
6. if B is compact, then every orbit of B is compact in C
Proof. First, let us notice that since B is substituted for OA(q) (that is a non re-entering component), then the
states of B constitute a non re-entering component in C. Since the set of out-transitions of QB in C is {(fB, b, p) |
fB ∈ FB ∧ ∃(o, b, p) ∈ δoutA (O(q))}, and since either FB is included in FC or FB and FC are disjoint sets, QB is
transverse in C.
(1): Since A and B are both k-block, then so is C.
(2): The in-transitions (out-transitions) of QB in C, and the ones of O(q) in A have the same labels. If FB and
FC are disjoint sets, then FC = FA. Otherwise, FB is included in FC and since FB is a subset of FA(q) , FC is a
subset of FA.
(3): Let us suppose that C is not deterministic, then there exists a gate g in FB, an internal transition (g, w, q)
of QB and an out-transition (g, w
′, q′) of QB in C such that {w,w′} is not prefix-free. Thus, w belongs to FB, which
is included in FA(q) and w
′ is the label of an out-transition of O(q) in A. This contradicts the determinism of A.
(4): Since B and A(q) are L-equivalent, the family of right languages of B is equal to the set of internal languages
of O(q) in A. Moreover, the external language of QB in C is the same as the one of O(q) in A. Thus, the set of
right languages of the states of B in C is the same as the one of the states of O(q) in A. Then, by redirecting the
in-transitions of O(q) to any state of B equivalent to a state of A(q), A and C are L-equivalent.
(5): The orbital structure of B is preserved in C. Since A and B have the orbit property, QB is transverse in
C, and the set of in-transitions of QB in C is {(p, b, h(o)) | (p, b, o) ∈ δinA (O(q))}, the automaton C has the orbit
property. Since both A and B pass the BW-test, thus C also passes the BW-test.
(6): QB is transverse in C and C is deterministic. Thus, following Proposition 2, if B is compact, then the states
of B in C all have distinct right languages. Thus, every orbit of B in C is compact.
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Thus, if we substitute a compact automaton for a non-compact orbit, the automaton we get has one less non-
compact orbit than the original one. And if we do the same for every non-compact orbit, we can get an equivalent
automaton with only compact orbits.
4.2 Cutting and adding synchronizing transitions
In order to compact the extracted orbital automata while preserving the BW-test, we remove their synchronizing
transitions to get smaller automata (see Figure 9), and put them back after compaction. This operation preserves
the determinism and the maximal size of the blocks. Moreover, as a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and of the
definition of the BW-test, coherently adding or removing outgoing transitions for all the final states preserves the
BW-test.
Corollary 3. Let A be an automaton and (b, s) be a pair in SA. Then A passes the BW-test if and only if A
−(b,s)
does.
Example 3. The automaton C presented in Figure 9 is obtained by removing the synchronizing transitions (4, aab, 1)
and (4, aaa, 1) of B (presented in Figure 6).
1
3
3′
4
aa
ab
a
a
Fig. 9. The automaton C
Let us study the state-equivalence before and after cutting or adding synchronizing transitions.
The (b, s)-cut language of a state p, denoted by L−(b,s)(p), is the set of words which send p to a final state without
using any transition from (F × {b} × {s}). Since (δ \ (F × {b} × {s})) is a subset of δ, we have L−(b,s)(p) ⊂ L(p).
If an automaton has a consistent label b to a state s, the right language of a state can be expressed only with its
(b, s)-cut language and the right language of s.
Lemma 4. Let A be an automaton such that (b, s) belongs to SA. Then, for any state p of A, L(p) = L−(b,s)(p) ·
({ε} ∪ {b} · L(s)) = L−(b,s)(p) · ({b} · L−(b,s)(s))∗.
Proof. By definition of the (b, s)-cut language, we have L(p) = L−(b,s)(p) ∪ L−(b,s)(p) · {b} · L(s)), which gives us
L(s) = L−(b,s)(s) ∪ L−(b,s)(s) · {b} · L(s)). From Arden Lemma [1], we can deduce that:
L(s) = (L−(b,s)(s) · {b})∗ · L−(b,s)(s)
= L−(b,s)(s) · ({b} · L−(b,s)(s))∗
Thus, for every state p of A, we have:
L(p) = L−(b,s)(p) · ({ε} ∪ {b} · L(s))
= L−(b,s)(p) · ({ε} ∪ {b} · L−(b,s)(s) · ({b} · L−(b,s)(s))∗)
= L−(b,s)(p) · ({b} · L−(b,s)(s))∗
Proposition 4. Let A be a deterministic block automaton such that (b, s) belongs to SA. Then, for any two states
p and q of A, we have L(p) = L(q) if and only if L−(b,s)(p) = L−(b,s)(q).
Proof. Let us suppose that L−(b,s)(p) = L−(b,s)(q). Since (b, s) ∈ SA, then, from Lemma 4, L(p) = L−(b,s)(p) · (ε+
b · L(s)) = L−(b,s)(q) · (ε+ b · L(s)) = L(q).
Let us suppose that L(p) = L(q) and L−(b,s)(p) 6= L−(b,s)(q). Then, there exists a shortest word w in L−(b,s)(p)
but not in L−(b,s)(q). Thus w is in L(p) = L(q). Then, from Lemma 4, w is in L−(b,s)(q) · {b} · L(s). Consequently,
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there exists two words u, v over Σ such that w = ubv and u is in L−(b,s)(q). Since |u| < |w| and w is a shortest
word, u is in L−(b,s)(p). Since w is in L−(b,s)(p), there exists a final state f of A such that (p, u, f) belongs to δ∗
and (f, a, r) belongs to δ, with a a prefix of bv such that if a = b then r 6= s. However, since (b, s) belongs to SA,
(f, b, s) belongs to δ. Since either a is a prefix of b or b is a prefix of a, this contradicts the determinism of A.
Corollary 4. Let A be a deterministic block automaton such that (b, s) ∈ SA. Then, A−(b,s) is compact if and only
if A is compact.
Now, let us study the reverse of the S-cut operation.
Let A be a block automaton. A block w is A-vacant if there exists a state qw of A such that every final state
of A has no outgoing transition labelled by w to qw. The set of vacancy of A is denoted by VA = {(w, qw) | ∀f ∈
F, (f, w, qw) /∈ δ}. Let v = (w, qw) be an element of VA. The v-add A+v of A is constructed from A by adding for
each final state f of A, the transition (f, w, qw). It is naturally extended to a subset of VA.
Notice that if (a, p) belongs to SA, then (A−(a,p))+(a,p) = A, and symmetrically, if (b, q) belongs to VA, then
(A+(b,q))−(b,q) = A.
Example 4. The automaton C′ of Figure 10 is L-equivalent to the automaton C = B−{(aab,1),(aaa,1)} of Figure 9.
Then, the automaton B′ of Figure 7 is obtained from C′ by adding the synchronization transitions labelled by aab
and aaa to the state 1.
1 3 4
aa, ab a
Fig. 10. The automaton C′
Proposition 5. Let A be a deterministic k-block automaton such that (b, s) belongs to SA. Let B be a deterministic
k-block automaton L-equivalent to A−(b,s) such that FB is a subset of FA−(b,s) , and s
′ be a state of B equivalent to
s in A−(b,s). Then:
1. B+(b,s
′) is k-block
2. FB+(b,s) is a subset of FA
3. B+(b,s
′) is deterministic
4. B+(b,s
′) is L-equivalent to A
5. if B passes the BW-test, then so does B+(b,s
′)
6. if B is compact, then so is B+(b,s
′)
Proof. (1): Since A is k-block, b is of length at most k. Moreover, since B is k-block, B+(b,s
′) is also k-block.
(2): Since FB+(b,s) = FB ∪ {b}, FA = FA−(b,s) ∪ {b}, and FB is a subset of FA−(b,s) , FB+(b,s) is a subset of FA.
(3): Since A is deterministic and b is A-consistent, for any word w of FA \ {b}, the set {b, w} is prefix-free. This
still holds when w is in FB ⊂ FA−(b,s) . Thus, B
+(b,s′) is deterministic.
(4): Let p be a state ofB. Following Lemma 4, we have LB+(b,s′)(p) = LB(p)·({b}·LB(s
′))∗. Since B is L-equivalent
to A−(b,s), there exists a state p′ in A−(b,s) equivalent to p in B. Thus, this state also belongs to A and LA(p
′) =
LA−(b,s)(p
′) · ({b} · LA−(b,s)(s))
∗. Since s′ in B is equivalent to s in A−(b,s), we have LA(p
′) = LB(p) · ({b} · LB(s
′))∗,
and thus LA(p
′) = LB+(b,s′)(p). Moreover, for any state q of A
−(b,s), there is a state q′ in B equivalent to q in A−(b,s).
Similarly, we can conclude that LB+(b,s′)(q
′) = LA(q). Consequently, B
+(b,s′) is L-equivalent to A.
(5, 6)): Since A is deterministic, b does not belong to FA−(b,s) , which means that b does not belong to FB
and (b, q) belongs to VB. Thus B = (B
+(b,s′))−(b,s
′). Following Corollary 3, if B passes the BW-test, then so does
B+(b,s
′). Finally, following (3) and Corollary 4, if B is compact, then so is B+(b,s
′).
4.3 Eliminating unnecessary orbits
Several orbits may have the same Ω-image. Thus, selecting only one representative orbit for each Ω-image, we can
compute an equivalent block automaton by linking them together. As any orbit admits a maximal orbit with the
same Ω-image, the selected representative ones are maximal. Moreover, if every orbit is compact, then the resulting
automaton is compact.
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4.3.1 Completing maximal orbits
The selected maximal orbits have to be linked together, but some of them may have out-transitions to a state
which has no equivalent in any other selected orbit. Thus, these missing states have to be added as bridges between
the selected orbits.
A completion of a maximal orbit O consists in adding states equivalent to some of Θ(O). To this end, we compute
their transitions directly from O. Reading a word from a state may follow a path which ends up in the middle of
some transitions. Thus, we define a function to complete the labels to reach their destination states.
Let A be a residual deterministic block automaton A. The pathway function ∆ : Q × Σ∗ → 2(Σ
∗×Q) of A is
defined by ∆(p, u) = {(v, q) | (p, uv, q) ∈ δ∗ ∧ ∀w ∈ Pref(v) \ {v}, δ∗(p, uw) = ∅}. In particular, ∆(p, w) = {(ε, q)} if
and only if (p, w, q) belongs to δ∗.
Example 5. Let us consider the state 4 of the automaton A′ in Figure 8: we have ∆(4, ε) = {(ε, 4)}, ∆(4, a) =
{(aa, 1), (ab, 1), (ac, f1), (b, f1)},∆(4, aa) = {(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, f1)},∆(4, aaa) = {(ε, 1)} and∆(4, aaaa) = {(a, 3), (b, 3)}.
Lemma 5. Let p be a state of A. If (Φ(p), w, s) belongs to δ∗M , then L(s) =
⋃
(u,r)∈∆(p,w) u · L(r).
Proof. Straightforward from the definition of ∆.
Let M be the minimal DFA of A. A completion of O in A with respect to s in Θ(O) consists in selecting a
state o in O and a word w such that (Φ(o), w, s) belongs to δ∗M to create an automaton B = (ΣA, Q, IA, FA, δ) with
Q = QA ∪ {sA} and δ = δA ∪ {(sA, u, r) | (u, r) ∈ ∆(o, w)}.
Notice that two different choices of o and w may end up with different resulting automata. Moreover, {sA} is a
trivial and since O is maximal, O ∪ {sA} is a non re-entering component.
Lemma 6. The state sA of B is equivalent to s.
Proof. Let p be a state of O and w be a word such that (Φ(p), w, s) belongs to δ∗M . Since s belongs to Θ(O) and O
is maximal, there is no state in A equivalent to s that can be reached from a state of O. Thus, ∆(p, w) 6= {(ε, r)}
and since sA is not final, following Lemma 5, sA is equivalent to s.
Conditions needed that are satisfied by the completion of a maximal orbit are as follow:
Proposition 6. Let M be the minimal DFA of a residual deterministic k-block automaton A. Let O be a maximal
orbit of A and B be the completed of O in A with respect to q such that q ∈ Φ(QA). Then:
1. B is L-equivalent to A
2. FB = FA
3. B is deterministic
4. B is k-block
5. if A passes the BW-test, then so does B
Proof. (1): Let qA be the state added in B. Following Lemma 6, qA is equivalent to q. Moreover, the right language
of every state of A is the same in B and the initial state has not changed. Since q belongs to Φ(QA), the families
of right languages of A and B are the same.
(2): Since FB = FA and the structure of the states of A is preserved, the set of final labels is the same for A
and B.
(3): Let p be a state of O and w be a word of Σ∗ such that (ΦA(p), w, q) belongs to δ
∗
M . Since q belongs to
Θ(O) and O is maximal, there is no state in A equivalent to q that can be reached from a state of O. Thus,
∆A(p, w) 6= {(ε, r)}.
Since A is deterministic, there exists exactly one state s in A and two words wp, ws in Σ
∗ such that w = wpws,
(p, wp, s) belongs to δ
∗
A and for any (u, q) in ∆A(p, w), (s, wsu, q) belongs to δA. Thus, for any distinct (u1, q1),
(u2, q2) in ∆A(p, w), (s, wsu1, q1) and (s, wsu2, q2) belongs to δA, and wsu1 and wsu2 are not prefix from each other.
Thus u1 and u2 are not prefix from each other, which means that B is deterministic.
(4): If A is k-block, then for any state p of A, for any word w in Σ∗ and for any (u, q) in ∆A(p, w), we have
|u| < k.
(5): Since there is no transition to qA, it is a trivial orbit. As we do not change the orbital structure, if A passes
the BW-test, then so does B.
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Example 6. Let the automaton M in Figure 11 be the minimal DFA of the block automaton A′ in Figure 8. The
orbit O = {1, 3, 4} of A′ is maximal, Θ(O) = {2, 5, 6} and Θ(O) ∩ Φ(QA′) = {2, 5}. The block automaton in
Figure 12 is a completion of A′ with respect to 2 and 5.
The state 1 (resp. 4) in A′ is equivalent to the state 1 (resp. 4) in M , and (1, a, 2) and (4, a, 5) both be-
long to δ∗M . Thus, we compute the transitions of 2A′ and 5A′ from ∆A′(1, a) = {(a, 3), (b, 4)} and ∆A′(4, a) =
{(aa, 1), (ab, 1), (b, f1), (ac, f1)}.
iM 1
2 3 4 5
6 f
a, b
a
a, b a a
a
b
a, b c
a
Fig. 11. The minimal DFA M of A′
iA
1 3 4
5A′
2A′
5
2 3′′
f1 f2
a
ba
aa, ab a
aab, aaa
ab, aac
a, b
aa, ab b, ac
a, b
aa
aaa
ab
b, ac
a
a
Fig. 12. A completion of the maximal orbit {1, 3, 4} of A′
4.3.2 The Slimming Procedure
The slimming procedure consists in computing a L-equivalent block automaton from a selection of maximal
orbits.
Let M be the minimal DFA of a residual deterministic block automaton A. Let (K1,K2, . . . ,Kl) be the set
{Ω(O) | O is an orbit of A}, partially ordered with respect to reachability such that Ki cannot reach Ki+j . Notice
that Kl contains the initial state of M since M is trim.
The slimming procedure consists in the following steps:
1. Selecting (O1, O2, . . . , Ol) in A such that Ω(Oj) = Kj and Oj is maximal.
2. Computing a block automaton Comp(A) by completing every orbit Oi of A with the states of Qi = Θ(Oi) ∩
Φ(QA). Then Ci = Oi ∪Qi is a completed orbit.
3. Computing a block automaton Link(A) by linking every completed orbit of Comp(A) together while preserving
the transversality.
4. Computing a block automaton Slim(A) from Link(A) by shifting the initial state to one in Cl equivalent to iA
and keeping only the states of the completed orbits.
Example 7. The automaton A′ in Figure 8 has only compact orbits. The automaton M in Figure 11 is its minimal
DFA, and has three orbits: K1 = {f}, K2 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and K3 = {iM}. First, we select the following maximal
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orbits in A′: O1 = {f2}, O2 = {1, 3, 4} and O3 = {iA}. We have Θ(O1) = Θ(O3) = ∅ and Θ(O2) ∩ Φ(QA′) = {2, 5}.
Thus, a completion of the orbits of A′ is presented in Figure 12. Finally, an automaton Slim(A′) is presented in
Figure 13.
iA
1 3 4
5A′
2A′
f2
a
ba
aa, ab a
aab, aaa
ab, aac
a, b
aa, ab b, ac
a
Fig. 13. A slim of A′
Now, let us study the properties preserved by slimming a block automaton:
Proposition 7. Let A be a residual deterministic k-block automaton which passes the BW-test, and B be a slim of
A. Then
1. B is deterministic
2. B is k-block
3. B passes the BW-test
4. B is L-equivalent to A and is residual
5. FB is a subset of FA
6. if every orbit of A is compact, then B is compact.
Proof. Let Comp(A) and Link(A) be the automata used to compute B.
Following Proposition 6, Comp(A) is deterministic, k-block, L-equivalent to A and passes the BW-test. Moreover,
the set of final labels is preserved, and since A is residual, so is Comp(A).
Following the description of the completion of an orbit, every completed orbit constitute a non re-entering
component. To link the completed orbits together, the out-transitions are redirected to an equivalent state. By
construction, for any completed orbit Ci in Comp(A) and for any out-transition (o, b, q) of Ci, there exists exactly
one Cj<i which contains at least one state equivalent to q. Thus the structure of every orbit of Comp(A) and their
transversality can be preserved in Link(A). Since Comp(A) passes the BW-test, all of its orbital automata pass the
BW-test and it has the orbit property. Thus, Link(A) also passes the BW-test. Moreover, redirecting the transitions
to equivalent states preserves the right languages, the determinism, the k-block, and the set of final labels. Thus,
doing it one completed maximal orbit after the other, whatever the order is, we always get a L-equivalent block
automaton at each step. Since Comp(A) is residual, so is Link(A).
Lastly, shifting the initial state makes the states that do not belong to a completed orbit non-accessible. Thus,
removing these states preserve the determinism (1), the k-block (2), the BW-test (3) and make FB a subset of
FLink(A) = FA(5). Moreover, the right language of any state in the completed orbits remains the same, and for any
state of Link(A), there exists an equivalent one in a completed orbit. Therefore B is L-equivalent to Link(A) and
thus to A, and since Link(A) is residual, so is B (4).
For any distinct selected orbits Oi and Oj in A, Ω(Oi) 6= Ω(Oj). It means that any two states of A belonging
to distinct selected orbits cannot be equivalent. Thus, if every orbit of A is compact, the selected orbits of A are
also compact in B. Moreover, since every selected orbit are completed with states that have no equivalent in them,
any two distinct states of B are not equivalent (6).
4.4 The compaction procedure
We define a procedure of compaction which preserves the determinism, the k-block and the BW-test. The resulting
automaton is called a compacted of the original one.
Let A be a residual, deterministic k-block automaton which passes the BW-test. We proceed as follows:
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– if every orbit of A is compact, a slim of A is returned.
– Otherwise, there exists a non-compact orbit O of A and a pair (b, s) in the set of consistency of O. Then, the
(b, s)-cut of the orbital automaton of s is compacted itself. The previous synchronizing transition is put back on
this compacted automaton to its initial state, to then substitute it for O in A. Finally, the resulting automaton
is compacted itself.
Proposition 8. Let A be a residual deterministic k-block automaton which passes the BW-test, and D be a com-
pacted of A. Then
1. D is deterministic
2. D is k-block
3. D passes the BW-test
4. D is L-equivalent to A and is residual
5. FD is a subset of FA
6. D is compact.
Proof. If every orbit of A is compact, then D is a slim of A and following Proposition 7, D is compact, L-equivalent
to A, residual, deterministic, k-block, passes the BW-test and its set of final labels is included in the one of A.
Otherwise, there exists an orbit O of A which is not compact. Thus, it is not trivial and since A passes the
BW-test, the set of consistency of O is not empty. Let (b, s) be a pair in the set of consistency of O and B be
the orbit automaton of s in A. Since B is an orbital automaton from A, it is trim, deterministic and k-block.
Moreover, following Corollary 2, since A passes the BW-test, so does B. Let C be the (b, s)-cut of B. Since B is
deterministic and k-block, so is C. Moreover, since B is trim and has s as its initial state, C is also trim (and thus
residual). Following Corollary 3, since B passes the BW-test, so does C. Let C′ be a compacted of C. Since C is
structurally smaller than A (with at least one less transition), by induction on its size, C′ is compact, L-equivalent
to C, residual, deterministic, k-block, passes the BW-test, and its set of final labels is included in the one of C.
Let B′ be the (b, iC′)-add of C
′. Following Proposition 5, B′ is compact, L-equivalent to B, residual, deterministic,
k-block, passes the BW-test, and its set of final labels is included in the one of B. Let A′ be the substituted of B′
for O in A. Following Proposition 3, A′ is L-equivalent to A, residual, deterministic, k-block, passes the BW-test,
and its set of final labels is included in the one of A. Moreover, A′ has one less non-trivial orbit than A. Then D
is a compacted of A′ and, by induction on the number of non-compact orbits of A′ compared to A, D is compact,
L-equivalent to A′ (and thus to A), residual, deterministic, k-block, passes the BW-test and its set of final labels is
included in the one of A′ (and thus of A).
Notice that the compaction procedure is based on the description of the BW-test, which always terminates by
reaching acyclic automata through recursively eliminating transitions of orbital automata. In the case of the com-
paction procedure, this means reaching automata with only trivial orbits which are necessarily compact, implying
the end of the recursive calls. Thus, the compaction procedure always halts.
Example 8. Let us sum up our running example. The automaton A (Figure 5) is 3-block, deterministic and passes
the BW-test. It is not compact and the orbit O = {1, 3, 3′, 4} is also not compact. The set of consistency of O is
{(aaa, 1), (aab, 1)}. Thus, we get the automaton B = A(1) (Figure 6). Here, since the two synchronizing transitions
go to the same state, both of them can be removed to get the automaton C = B−{(aab,1),(aaa,1)} (Figure 9). Since it
is acyclic, it has only compact orbits. Thus, C′ (Figure 10) can be computed as a compacted and a slim of C. Then,
B′ (Figure 7) is obtained by putting back the synchronizing transitions of B, and A′ (Figure 8) is the substitution
of B′ for O(1) in A. Since A′ only has compact orbits, a compacted of A can be computed (Figure 13).
Following Theorem 2, if a language is k-block deterministic, it is recognized by a deterministic k-block automaton
which passes the BW-test. Since trimming an automaton preserves the BW-test, and since a trim deterministic
block automaton is residual, by applying the compaction procedure, we can conclude that:
Theorem 4. A language is k-block deterministic if and only if it is recognized by a trim deterministic k-block
automaton which is compact and passes the BW-test.
Thus, following Theorem 3, applying the BW-test over each one leads us to state that
Theorem 5. The k-block determinism of a language is decidable.
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5 Conclusion and perspective
In this paper, we show that testing whether a language is k-block deterministic is decidable. First, we show that any
k-block deterministic language is recognized by a compact deterministic k-block automaton which passes the BW-
test. Furthermore, we show how to finitely generate all the compact deterministic k-block automata recognizing
a given language and, as a direct consequence, that the k-block determinism is decidable. Notice that deciding
whether there exists an integer k such that a given regular language is k-block deterministic is still open. However,
the generation of the successive k-transition automata define a semidecidable procedure. The next step of the study
is to determine whether there exists an upper bound in order to decide when to halt this procedure.
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